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Matrix Transforms for Computer Games and AnimationSpringer, 2012

	Matrix transforms are ubiquitous within the world of computer graphics, where they have become an invaluable tool in a programmer’s toolkit for solving everything from 2D image scaling to 3D rotation about an arbitrary axis. Virtually every software system and hardware graphics processor uses matrices to undertake operations such as...
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Beginning PHP5 (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2004
PHP5 is the newest version of the preferred language for rapidly creating dynamic Web page content. While its main use is as a cross-platform, HTML-embedded, server-side Web scripting language, it now works equally well when creating multi-tiered applications or XML-based applications as well as Web applications. This book teaches you the...
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Professional ASP.NET 3.5 SP1 Edition: In C# and VB (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
Professional ASP.NET 3.5 SP1 In C# and VB
ASP.NET 3.5 brings the power of Visual Studio® 2008 along with the multitude of language improvements in C# 2008 and Visual Basic® 2008 as well as powerful new technology called LINQ, together with the ASP.NET 2.0 Framework you already know and love. Packed with valuable coverage of ASP.NET 3.5...
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Learning Image Processing with OpenCVPackt Publishing, 2015

	Exploit the amazing features of OpenCV to create powerful image processing applications through easy-to-follow examples


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to build full-fledged image processing applications using free tools and libraries
	
		Take advantage of cutting-edge image processing...
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A VLSI Architecture for Concurrent Data Structures (The Springer International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2011

	Concurrent data structures simplify the development of concurrent programs by encapsulating commonly used mechanisms for synchronization and commu nication into data structures. This thesis develops a notation for describing concurrent data structures, presents examples of concurrent data structures, and describes an architecture to support...
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DirectX9 User Interfaces: Design and ImplementationWordware Publishing, 2004
With all books there is a “target” audience, and although the distinction between those suited and unsuited to this title is somewhat nebulous, I feel confident in advocating that readers wanting to learn more about DirectX and sensible user interface design, and who have a solid comprehension of Microsoft Visual C++, as well as a basic...
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Visual Basic for Applications UnleashedSams Publishing, 1997
Other Office products were slowly brought into the VBA fold, but it’s only with the release of Office 97 that Microsoft has finally achieved its goal. Now all of the Big Four—Word, Excel, Access, and PowerPoint—have a VBA development environment at their core. Not only that, but just about ...
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Refactoring WorkbookAddison Wesley, 2003
As a programmer, you need to be able to recognize and improve problematic code, so the program remains in a working state throughout the software lifecycle. Refactoring-the art of improving the design of existing code safely-provides an efficient, reliable system for bringing order to the chaos, and one that keeps the surprises to a minimum!...
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Professional LINQ (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008
Professional LINQ
   Are you ready to revolutionize the way you can work with data? This book shows you how to effectively utilize LINQ so that you can query XML, SQLdatabases, ADO.NET DataSets, and other data sources, and it also delvesdeeper into the technology to demonstrate how LINQ can dramatically improve your...
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Mastering phpMyAdmin 3.1 for Effective MySQL ManagementPackt Publishing, 2009

	MySQL has gained wide popularity because of its open-source nature, performance, reliability, robustness, and support for various platforms.


	phpMyAdmin is a web-based front-end to manage MySQL databases and has been adopted by a number of open-source distributors. It is one of the most widely used open-source applications written...
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Understanding and Using C PointersO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Improve your programming through a solid understanding of C pointers and memory management. With this practical book, you’ll learn how pointers provide the mechanism to dynamically manipulate memory, enhance support for data structures, and enable access to hardware. Author Richard Reese shows you how to use pointers with...
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Super Scratch Programming Adventure! (Covers Version 2): Learn to Program by Making Cool Games (Covers Version 2)No Starch Press, 2013

	Scratch is the wildly popular educational programming language used by millions of first-time learners in classrooms and homes worldwide. By dragging together colorful blocks of code, kids can learn computer programming concepts and make cool games and animations. The latest version, Scratch 2, brings the language right into your web browser,...
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